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 Preoperative neuropathic pain like symptoms in knee osteoarthritis (OA) can predict pain after total knee replacement (TKR).
 PainDETECT can identify neuropathic pain like symptoms in D88X Xpatients with OA in the kneeD89X X.  Central sensitization is present in
D90X Xpatients with OA with a neuropathic pain phenotype.  Subgrouping patients based on pain phenotype may explain chronic pain
after TKR.  An D91X Xindividualized medical approach to patients with OA D92X Xmay improve outcomes D93X Xafter TKR.
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102TaggedPAbstract: Preoperative pain characteristics in patients with osteoarthritis D 94 X Xmay explain persistent
pain after total knee replacement D 9 5X X. Fifty patients awaiting total knee replacement and 22 asymp-
tomatic controls were recruited to evaluate the degree of neuropathic pain symptoms and pain
D 9 6X Xsensitization. Patients with OA D 9 7X Xwere pain phenotyped into 2 D 9 8X X groups based on the PainDETECT
questionnaire: high PainDETECT group (scores 19) indicating neuropathic pain-like symptoms D9 9X Xand
l D 1 0 0X Xow PainDETECT group (scores <19) indicating nociceptive or mixed pain. Cuff algometry assessing
pain detection thresholds D 1 0 1X Xand pain tolerance D1 0 2X Xthresholds was conducted on the lower legs. Tempo-
ral summation of pain D 1 03 X Xwas assessed using 10 D1 0 4X Xsequential cuff stimulations and a von Frey stimula-
tor. Conditioning pain modulation was assessed by cuff pain conditioning on D 1 05 X X leg and parallel
assessment of pain detection thresholds on the contralateral leg. Pressure pain thresholds D1 0 6X Xwere
recorded by pressure handheld algometry local and distant to the knee. Knee pain intensity (visual
analogue scale D 1 07 X X) and pain assessments were collected before and 6 months D 10 8X Xafter total knee replace-
ment D1 0 9X X. D 1 1 0X XThirty percent of patients demonstrated neuropathic pain-like symptoms (high PainDETECT
group). Facilitated temporal summation of pain and reduced pressure pain threshold D 1 11 X Xs distant to
the knee were found in the high PainDETECT group compared with D 1 12 X Xthe l D 1 1 3X Xow PainDETECT group and
healthy controls D 11 4X X(P < . D 1 15 X X001). Patients with OA D 1 1 6X Xwith high PainDETECT scores had higher postopera-
tive visual analogue scale pain scores than the low PainDETECT patients (P < D1 1 7X X.0001) and facilitated
temporal summation of pain D 1 18 X X(P = . D 1 1 9X X022) compared with healthy control subjects.
Perspective: This study has found that preoperative PainDETECT scores independently predict postop-
erative pain. D120X XPatients with knee OA D121X Xwith neuropathic D122X Xpain-like symptoms identified using the PainDE-
TECT questionnaire are most at risk of developing chronic postoperative pain after TKR surgery.
© 2018 The American Pain Society. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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TaggedPnee osteoarthritis (OA) pain has been tradition-
ally attributed to the activation of peripheral
nociceptors within the joint or peri D123X Xarticular
structures. D124X X49 D125X X Significant discordance between radio-
graphic features and knee pain severityD126X X31 has led to
researchers investigating the central pain mechanisms
with the identification of OA subgroups with different
pain phenotypesD127X X2,47,39,40 Up to 34% of patients with OAD128X X
exhibit neuropathic pain-like symptomsD129X X25,26,42,53 (electric
shock sensations,D130X X25,26D131X X burning pain,D132X X14 and allodyniaD133X X48),
which have been associated with symptoms of central
pain facilitation.D134X X24,35D135X XIn the United States, 3.5 million total
knee replacements (TKRD136X Xs) are expected to be performed
by 2030D137X X33D138X X; however, it is worrying that D139X X20% of patients
will develop chronic postoperative pain D140X Xdespite D141X Xobjective
measures of operative success,D142X X57D143X X which will be a major
challenge for health care systems in the future.D144X X9D145X XA defini-
tion of chronic postoperative pain has been proposed by
Werner et alD146X X55 and has been adopted by the Interna-
tional Association for the Study of Pain as “D147X Xpain persist-
ing at least 3 months following surgery that D148X Xlocalized to
the surgical site or a referred area, that is not be present
before surgery or has different characteristics or
increased intensity from the preoperative painD149X X.” Preoper-
ative screening and identification as to which patients
are at D150X Xgreater at risk of developing postoperative knee
pain remains an elusive goal for orthopedic surgeons
and researchers. Recent work subgrouping D151X Xpatients with
knee OAD152X Xbased on different pain phenotypes has identi-
fied subgroups of patients with evidence of central pain
facilitation that are at more at risk of developing postop-
erative pain after TKR surgery.39,40 Whether the presence
of neuropathic pain-like symptoms before surgery is pre-
dictive for chronic postoperative pain after TKR is
unknown and requires investigation.
TaggedPAnimal models of OA have demonstrated injury to
sensory nerves within subchondral bone, D153X X15,28,50 D154X X
increased expression of immunoreactivity markers (acti-
vating transcription factor-3) within the dorsal root gan-
glia, and spinal microglial activation, all suggestive of a
neuropathic component. D155X X28 D156X XIn human OA, increased sen-
sory nerve D157X Xfiber densities have been seen in the
meniscus, D158X X8 and meniscal extrusion has been reported in
patients with neuropathic pain-like symptoms,D159X X45 D160X X indi-
cating an association between the structural pathology
of OA and the development of neuropathic pain.
TaggedPQuantitative sensory testing (QST) aims at profiling the
sensitivity of the pain system.D161X X2D162X XLower pressure pain thresh-
olds (PPTs) assessed distant to the knee, facilitated tempo-
ral summation of pain (TSP), and impaired conditioned
pain modulation (CPM) have been found as signs of
increased pain D163X Xsensitization in patients with OAD164X Xcompared
with control subjects.D165X X7,38D166X X Preoperative facilitated TSP has
been associated with chronic postoperative pain afterD167X X
TKRD168X X39 and total hip replacement,D169X X29D170X X indicating the impor-
tance of facilitated central pain mechanisms in OA pain.D171X X3D172X X
TaggedP ainDETECT, like the Doleur Neuropathic 4 D173X Xand the
Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs
D174X Xquestionnaires, is a validated self-report questionnaire
D175X Xthat can be used in patients with OAD176X Xto evaluate of the
likelihood of neuropathic pain. D177X X24,26,35,36,45 D178X XScores range
2 The Journal of PainTaggedPfrom 0 D179X Xto 38 with scores of 19 indicating D180X Xlikely neuro-
pathic pain D181X X. Recently, Moss et al HYPERLINK \l "bib36"
36 found that patients with OAD182X Xclassified into the D183X Xlikely
neuropathic pain D184X X group D185X X displayed lower PPTs around
the knee, the lower leg, and the arm, indicating that
the PainDETECT is associated with pain sensitization D186X X.
TaggedPIn this study, it was D187X Xhypothesized that knee patients
with OAD188X Xwith neuropathic pain-like symptoms before
TKR surgery would report higher preoperative knee
pain intensity with augmented central pain processing,
assessed by widespread pain D189X Xsensitization, CPM, and
TSP, than those patients with OAD190X Xwith less neuropathic
pain-like symptoms. It was further D191X Xhypothesized that
those patients with neuropathic pain-like symptoms
and augmented pain processing before TKR are more
likely to develop chronic postoperative pain 6 months
after TKR surgery.Methods
Study Participants
TaggedPFifty patients (mean age 66.4 years, standard devia-
tion D192X X[SD] = 8.3D193X X, 60D194X X% women) with chronic knee OA
awaiting TKR surgery were recruited from orthopedic
clinics in Nottingham, United Kingdom. These partici-
pants were compared withD195X X D196X X22 healthy control subjects
(mean age 56.7 years, SD = D197X X .0D198X X, 59.1% women) with no
symptomatic OA or a chronic pain condition who were
recruited via local advertisement using posters at the
University of Nottingham. The study was approved by
the local ethics committee (REC reference: 10/H0408/
115), all participants gave informed consent, and the
procedures were performed according to the Declara-
tion of Helsinki D199X X. Knee radiographs were obtained for
the patients with OAD200X X (anterior-posterior, lateral, and
skyline views) as part of their routine preoperative care
D201X Xand were graded using the Kellgren-Lawrence D202X Xsystem
for OA. D203X X30 D204X X D205X XPatients with knee OAD206X Xwith associated symp-
tomatic hip OA, psychiatric illness, active cancer, sensory
dysfunction, contraindication to magnetic resonance
imaging, D207X Xor other chronic pain condition, such as D208X Xfibro-
myalgia D209X X or rheumatoid arthritis, were excluded at the
time of recruitment. All patients were asked not take
any analgesic medication for 24 hours beforeD210X Xthe assess-
ment. Healthy control subjects were free of any major
medical, neurologic, or D211X Xpain-related conditions.Protocol
TaggedPAll D212X Xparticipants completed the self-reported question-
naire PainDETECT to assess for neuropathic pain-like
symptoms in OA pain. Participants were asked to record
their responses D213X Xwith respect to their pain in the last 4D214X X
weeks and to answer each question specifically related
to the osteoarthritic knee that was to be operated on.
The total score can range from 0 to 38 with a higher
score (19) indicative of neuropathic pain-like symp-
toms, a score of 12 representing a nociceptive pain
phenotype, and a score of D215X X13 but 18 D216X X indicative of a
mixed pain phenotype. D217X X17 D218X X The questionnaire has high
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331TaggedPsensitivity D219X Xand specificity, and good internal consistency.D220
X X
18
D221X X Subjective knee pain intensity scores were recorded
using the visual analogue scale (VAS, 0-10 cm) on the
day of assessment. After completion of the PainDETECT
questionnaire, QST was performed with the participants
lying on a couch in the supine position in a quiet room.
QST data D222X Xwere collected blinded with the examiner
unaware of the PainDETECT questionnaire scores of all
the participants D223X X. PPTs were recorded local and distant to
the knee. Cuff algometry assessing pain thresholds and
tolerance was done on the lower legs.D224X X20 D225X X D226X XTSP D227X Xassessment
was based on D228X XVAS D229X Xscores D230X Xafter D231X X 0 sequential cuff stimu-
lations. D232X XCPMD233X Xwas assessed by cuff pain conditioning on
1 leg and assessment on the contralateral leg. Finally,
the degree of temporal summation to cutaneous von
Frey stimulation was assessed.
TaggedPOn average 57 (range 12.8- D234X X116) days elapsed between
the assessment procedures and TKR. All patients were
invited to return for a follow-up D235X Xassessment at 6 D236X Xmonths
D237X Xafter TKR surgery to reassess their pain and repeat their
QST assessments to determine which patients had devel-
oped chronic postoperative pain after TKR surgery. The
postoperative QST assessment scores for the high Pain-
DETECT and low PainDETECT groups were compared
withD238X X the D239X Xpain-free healthy control subjects’ scores 6
months after TKR surgery to assess whether there had
been any normalization of the sensitization profiles in
those individuals or if some degree of pain sensitization
remained D240X Xafter the surgery. Patients reporting signifi-
cant postoperative knee pain with a VAS score of 4
assessed at the D241X X6-month D242X Xfollow-up visit with a definitive
change in pain quality D243X Xafter TKR assessed using the Pain-
DETECT questionnaire were defined as having chronic
postoperative pain, similar to previous studies. D244X X1,10,43,46,54 D245X X332
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TaggedPUsing a hand D246X Xheld pressure algometer (Somedic AB,
S€osdala, Sweden), PPTs were assessed using a 1-cm2
probe. A pressure was applied at 30 kPa/s until the sub-
ject first perceived a change in the pressure stimulus
and it no longer felt like pressure but started to feel
painful. At this point, the subject pressed a button and
the pressure stimulus was removed, and the PPT value
was recorded. For the patients with OAD247X X, PPTs were
recorded on the side of the affected knee D248X Xscheduled to
be replaced; D249X X D250X Xthe left side was chosen for the healthy
control subjects. Five sites were assessed. Site 1D251X Xwas 3 cm
medial to mid-point of the medial edge of patella. Site
2D252X Xwas 2 cm proximal to superior lateral edge of patella.
Site 3D253X Xwas 2 cm proximal to superior medial edge of
patella. Site 4 D254X Xwas the tibialis anterior muscle (5 cm dis-
tal to the tibial tuberosity) was chosen as a distant site
to assess for spreading sensitization. Site 5, D255X Xthe extensor
carpi radialis longus (ECRL) muscle (5 cm distal to the lat-
eral epicondyle of the humerus), was selected as the
remote site (arm) to assess for widespread hyperalgesia. D256
X X
6
D257X XA 30-second interval between trials at assessment sites
was kept. The PPTs were recorded in triplicates and aver-
aged for each site for further analysis. Lower PPT values
indicate increased pain sensitivity.Cuff Pressure Algometry
TaggedPA cuff algometer (NociTech and Aalborg University,
Aalborg, Denmark) connected to a 13-D258X Xcm-wide single
chamber tourniquet cuff (VBM Medizinetechnik GmbH,
Sulz, Germany) was used alongside a computer-controlled
air compressor and an electronic D259X X10-cm VAS rating system
TaggedP(Aalborg University D260X X) for cuff algometry assessment.
The cuff was applied to the lower leg at the level of the
gastrocnemius muscle ipsilateral to the affected knee in
the D261X Xpatients with knee OAD262X Xand the left side in the con-
trols. The cuff was positioned with a 5-cm distance
between the upper border of the cuff and the tibial
tuberosity. The cuff was inflated automatically D263X Xby a
computer at the rate of 1 kPa/s until a maximum pres-
sure limit of 100 kPa was reached. The participants D264X Xused
an electronic VAS to rate their pressure-induced pain
intensity and were instructed to press a button to
release the pressure. The VAS signal was sampled at
10 Hz and 0 and 10 cm on the scale were defined as D265X Xno
pain D266X Xand D267X Xmaximum pain, D268X X respectively. The participantsD269X X
were all asked to rate the pressure-pain intensity contin-
uously using the electronic VAS with the cuff pain detec-
tion threshold (PDT) being defined as the pressure value
when the subject rated pain as 1 cm on the electronic
VAS. D270X X44,52 D271X X The cuff pain tolerance threshold (PTT) was
defined as the maximum pressure at the point the sub-
ject had to press the release button as a result of the
pain intensity being intolerable.Temporal Pain Summation by Cuff
Algometry
TaggedP en repeated cuff pressure stimulations (D272X X1-second dura-
tion, D273X X1-second interval) with an intensity equal to the PTT
were delivered to the lower leg below the affected knee
D274X Xscheduled to be replaced in patients with OAD275X Xand the left
side in controls. participantsD276X Xwere asked to rate the pain
intensity continuously throughout the 10 pressure cuff
stimulations using the electronic VAS and were informed
not to return the VAS to zero between cuff stimulations.
A constant pressure of 5 kPa was kept between each cuff
stimulation to ensure the position of the cuff on the leg
did move during the assessment. The VAS score immedi-
ately after the individual cuff stimuli was extracted. For
the analysis of TSP the mean VAS score of the D277X Xfirst to
D278X Xfourth cuff stimulations (VAS-I) was subtracted from the
mean VAS score of the 8th to 10th cuff stimulations
(VAS II), as D279X Xused in similar studies.D280X X38,52D281X XConditioning Pain Modulation by Cuff
Algometry
TaggedP wo D282X X13-D283X Xcm-wide cuffs were used to conduct CPM assess-
ment with D284X X1 cuff on each leg over the gastrocnemius
muscles. The painful conditioning cuff stimulus was
inflated on the contralateral side, with the inflation
pressure set equivalent to the subject’s cuff PTT. Simulta-
neous reD285X Xassessment of the subject’s cuff PDT was per-
formed with a second cuff on the ipsilateral lower leg
(test stimulus). The CPM was defined as the difference
ARTICLE IN PRESS
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421TaggedPbetween the cuff PDT during the conditioning stimulus
and the initial trial without it.422
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437Von D286X XFreyInduced D287X XTSP
TaggedPA weighted 25.D288X X6-g von Frey stimulator (Aalborg Univer-
sityD289X X) was used to assess and induce cutaneous D290X XTSP. The
monofilament was applied directly to the affected knee
(5 cm proximal to the D291X Xcenter of patella) in the patients
with OAD292X Xor the left knee in the healthy control subjects.
All participantsD293X Xrated the pain intensity on a VAS. Consec-
utively, 10 monofilament stimulations were applied
repeatedlyD294X X to the same site on the subject’s knee by the
assessor, with a 1-second interD295X Xstimulus interval. Partici-
pantsD296X Xwere asked to rate the pain intensity of the first
stimulation and the tenth stimulation. Temporal summa-
tion was calculated by assessing the difference in the VAS
score of the tenth stimulation to the first stimulation.D297X X6D298X X438
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464Statistical Analysis
TaggedP he patients with OAD299X Xwere grouped based on the pre-
operative PainDETECT score. Patients with OAD300X X with a
score of 19 indicating neuropathic pain-like symptoms
were assigned to the high PainDETECT groupD301X Xand those
with nociceptive or mixed pain based on PainDETECT
score of <19 were assigned to the low PainDETECT
group.D302X X17 D303X X D304X XHD305X Xealthy control subjects with no chronic pain
condition or D306X XOA were recruited for comparison.
TaggedP he data D307X Xwere D308X Xanalyzed using Prism 7.0 (GraphPad, La
Jolla, CA). Parametric data D309X Xwere presented as the mean
and D310X XSD with median and interquartile ranges D311X Xbeing
expressed for data that was nonD312X Xparametric. In figures,
data are presented as mean and standard error of the
mean (SEM). Data were evaluated to determine whether
they met the assumption of normality using the
D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus normality test. An analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post hoc tests for nor-
mally distributed data, or Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with
Dunn’s post hoc tests for the analysis of nonD313X Xparametric
data, was conducted for comparisons of age, body mass
indexD314X X, PPTs, TSP, and CPM among the 3D315X Xgroups.
TaggedPA mixed-model ANOVA was used to assess PPTs, cuff
PDTsD316X X cuff PTT, cuff TSP, and von Frey induced TSP with
group factors (high PainDETECT and low PainDETECT) asTable 1. Patient and Healthy Control Subject Demog
HIGH PAINDETE
OA (N= 1
PainDetect score (0-38) 23 (21-27
Age, D48X Xy D49X X 65.1 [8.9
Male:female 5:10
D50X XFemale, % 66.6D51X X
Body mass index 30 (27-33
Kellgren and Lawrence Radiological Grade Knee OA 4 (3-4)
Pain duration, D54X XmoD55X X 61.4 (54.5-8
Peak pain VAS score in previous 24 h, D56X XcmD57X X 6.5 [2.1
Values are mean [SD] or median and (interquartile range) unless otherwise indicated.
* P < .05, significantly different from high the PainDETECT and the low PainDETECT
** P < .05, significant differences between the high PainDETECT and the low PainDTaggedPwell as repeated factor time (D317X Xbefore D318X Xand D319X Xafter TKR) for
data that D320X Xwere normally distributed. The Wilcoxon
matched paired rank tests for nonD321X Xparametric data was
used to assess pre-TKR and post-TKR changes for the cuff
CPM. Differences in gender distribution were assessed
using a x2D322X Xtest. Pain D323X Xduration and VAS pain scores of the
patients with OAD324X Xwere assessed between the high Pain-
DETECT and low PainDETECT groups using the D325X XMann-
Whitney UD326X Xtest and D327X Xunpaired t-D328X Xtests, respectively.
TaggedPChanges in pain quality were assessed by comparing the
preoperative PainDETECT questionnaire scores D329X Xwith the D330X X6-
month D331X Xpost-TKR PainDETECT scores in the 2 pain sub-
groups (high PainDETECT and low PainDETECT). The
paired D332X Xt-tests were used to assess changes in PainDETECT
scores for each group D333X Xafter TKR. In those patients who
reported a post TKR VAS score of 4 at 6D334X Xmonths after sur-
gery, the D335X XPainDETECT scores before and after TKR were
assessed using a paired t-testD336X X to identify whether there
had been a change in pain quality after surgery to confirm
the diagnosis of chronic postoperative pain. An aD337X Xssociation
between parameters was assessed by Pearson’s correlation
for parametric data and Spearman’s correlation for non-
D338X Xparametric data. A P value < D339X X.05 was considered significant.
Pre-TKR correlations between pain characteristics and QST
measures were assessed using pooled data from
all D340X X groups and adjusted for multiple comparisons
(Bonferroni). The associations between pre-TKR and post-
TKR pain characteristics were by correlation analysis and
significant preoperative factors were used in a linear step-
wise regression to identify independent variables.Results
Demographic Data and Pain Profiles
TaggedPAnalysis of the demographic data showed no differ-
ences in age (ANOVA,D341X X F = D342X X9.9, P = D343X X.0002) between the
high PainDETECT and low PainDETECTD344X Xpatients with OAD345X X
(Tukey, D346X XP = .D347X X 8), but significant differences between the
high PainDETECT patients and healthy control subjects
(Tukey, D348X X P = . D349X X01) and the low PainDETECT patients and
healthy control subjects (Tukey,D350X X P = .D351X X0001) were seen
(Table 1). There were no differences in D352X Xbody mass index
(Kruskal-Wallis test, D353X X H = D354X X10.73, P = . D355X X005) between the
high PainDETECT and low PainDETECTD356X Xpatients with OAD357X Xraphics D46X X
CT KNEE
5)
LOW PAINDETECT KNEE
OA (N= 35)
HEALTHY CONTROL SUBJECTS
(N= 22)
) 10 (6-13) 0 (0-D47X X.25)*
] 66.9 [8.0] 56.7 [9.0]*
15:20 9:13
57.1D52X X 59.1D53X X
.4) 30 (27-39) 26 (24-28.3)*
4 (3-4) N/A
6.4) 54.5 (36.4-61.4)** N/A
] 4.7 [2.3]** N/A
groups.
ETECT groups.
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567TaggedP(Dunn’s, D358X XP > .D359X X 9), but significant differences were seen
between high PainDETECT patients and healthy control
subjects (Dunn’s, D360X X P = . D361X X02) and low PainDETECTD362X Xpatients
and healthy controls (Dunn’s, D363X X P = . D364X X01). In addition, no
D365X Xdifferences in gender distribution were seen between
groups (x2 D366X X test, D367X XP = . D368X X 18). Comparing the D369X X2 OA groups,
the high PainDETECT group had a longer duration of
pain symptoms (Mann Whitney U-test, D370X X P < D371X X.02) and
higher peak pain VAS scores (Unpaired t- D372X Xtest,D373X XP < . D374X X02)
compared with low PainDETECTD375X X group. The structural
radiologic assessment of the knee showed no difference
between the OA groups, with both groups having a
median Kellgren-Lawrence score of 4 (Table 1).
TaggedPForty-six patients returned for the reD376X Xassessment at 6D377X X
months D378X Xafter the TKR surgery (92% follow-up D379X X). Regard-
ing the D380X X4 patients D381X Xwho failed to returnD382X X, 1 was excluded
from the study D383X Xowing to a fracture D384X Xthat required revi-
sion surgery, and the other 3D385X Xpatients were unable to be
contacted after surgery. PainDETECT assessment based
on their preoperative pain phenotype showed that 13 D386X X
of the 15 high PainDETECT patients and 33 D387X Xof the 35 low
PainDETECTD388X Xpatients returned for follow-up D389X X. High Pain-
DETECT patients reported higher postoperative VAS
pain scores at 6 D390X Xmonths after TKR surgery (4 cm, range
D391X X.75-7 cm D392X X), compared with D393X X low PainDETECTD394X X patients
(0 cm, range D395X X0-1 cm D396X X, MannWhitney U-test,D397X XP = .D398X X0003).568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577Pressure Algometry
TaggedP re-TKR AssessmentsD399X X
TaggedPLower average PPTs around the knee PPT (Fig. 1;
ANOVA, D400X X F = 27.1, P < .D401X X 001) were found in the high
PainDETECT (Tukey, D402X X P < . D403X X 001) and low PainDETECTD404X X D405X X
(Tukey,D406X X P < .D407X X 001) groups compared with the healthyFig. 1. Mean D1X X§ D2X XSEMD3X XD4X XPPTs assessed using pressure algometry patient
healthy controls. PPTs were assessed on the knee (mean of 3 sites),
D9X Xpost-TKR PPTs are shown. D10X X*D11X XP < . D12X X05D13X X.TaggedPcontrols. Further, lower PPTs (ANOVA,D408X XF = 15.0, P < . D409X X 01)
were found at the tibialis anterior muscle for the high
PainDETECT group compared with the low PainDETECTD410X X
group (Tukey, D411X X P < . D412X X02) and healthy controls (Tukey,D413X X
P < . D414X X001) and for the low PainDETECT D415X Xgroup compared
with the healthy controls (Tukey, D416X X P < .D417X X03). Assessment
of the ECRL muscle showed lower PPTs (ANOVA,D418X X
F = D419X X 3.8, P < .D420X X 001) in the high PainDETECT (Tukey,D421X X
P < . D422X X0001) and the low PainDETECTD423X X groups (Tukey,D424X X
P < . D425X X008) compared withD426X X D427X Xhealthy control subjects.TaggedP ost-TKR Assessments
TaggedPD 4 2 8X XSix months D 4 2 9X Xafter TKR, lower PPTs values were seen
over the knee (Fig. 1; ANOVA, D 4 3 0X XF = D 4 31 X X 6.0, P < . D 43 2X X0001) when
comparing the high PainDETECT group and healthy
control subjects (Tukey, D4 3 3X XP < . D 4 3 4X X0001) and the low PainDE-
TECT D 4 3 5X Xgroup D 4 3 6X Xwith the healthy control subjects (Tukey, D 4 3 7X X
P = . D4 3 8X X001). Lower PPTs after surgery were found over the
tibialis anterior muscle (ANOVA, D 4 3 9X XF = D4 4 0X X14.5, P < . D4 4 1X X0001) in
the high PainDETECT (Tukey, D 4 42 X X P < . D 4 4 3X X0001) and the low
PainDETECT D 4 44 X Xgroups (Tukey, D 4 45 X XP = . D 4 46 X X02) compared with the
healthy control subjects. Significantly lower PPTs were
seen over the ECRL muscle (ANOVA, D 4 47 X XF = D 44 8X X11.2, P < . D4 4 9X X0001)
in the high PainDETECT patients compared with D4 5 0X X the
healthy control subjects (Tukey, D 45 1X XP < . D 4 52 X X0001). However,
no differences were seen between the low PainDETECT D 4 5 3X X
patients with OA D 4 5 4X X and healthy controls, indicating a
normalization of widespread hyperalgesia D 45 5X Xafter D 45 6X X TKR
surgery in those patients with OA D 45 7X Xwith preoperative
nociceptive or mixed OA pain.TaggedPComparing D458X XAssessments Before and After TKR
TaggedPD459X XA 2 D460X X-way ANOVA (group,D461X Xhigh PainDETECT vs low Pain-
DETECT D462X Xgroups) £ D463X X (time D464X X, D465X Xbefore TKR vs D466X Xafter TKR) wass with OAD5X X(high PainDETECT D6X Xgroup, low PainDETECTD7X Xgroup) and
the tibialis anterior muscle, and D8X Xthe arm. Pre-TKR and 6-month
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689TaggedPconducted to assess how the mean knee, TA, and ECRL
PPT scores differed between the 2D467X XOA groups as a func-
tion of the TKR surgery. For the mean knee PPTs scores,
there was a significant main effect of time (pre D468X Xpost
TKR surgery), F(1,96) = 5.32, P = . D469X X02, such that the mean
knee PPTs were significantly higher D470X Xafter TKR surgery
(M = D471X X 37.1, SD = 211.9) compared with D472X Xpre TKR surgery
(M = 330.3, SD = D473X X174.1). There was no D474X Xeffect of groupD475X X, F
(1,96) = 1.53, P > D476X X.05, suggesting the mean knee PPTs
scores in both OA groups were similar. There was also
no significant interaction effect, F(1,96) = .D477X X219, P > .D478X X05.
TaggedPFor the tibialis anterior PPTs, no significant effect of
group were seen, F(1,96) = .D479X X5, P > .D480X X 5, with similar PPT
scores in the high PainDETECT group (M = D481X X386.4,
SD = 212.3) and low PainDETECTD482X X groups (M = D483X X 56.3,
SD = D484X X175.6). There was also no significant effect of time
( D485X Xbefore vs D486X Xafter TKR) F(1,96) = 3.148 P > .D487X X05, or interac-
tion F (1,96) = . D488X X116, P > .D489X X05.
TaggedPAssessment of the ECRL PPTs showed a significant
main effect of group, F (1,96) = 14.77, P < . D 4 90 X X 01, such
that the high PainDETECT patients (M = D4 9 1X X261.4, SD =
124) had significantly lower ECRL PPTs than the low
PainDETECT D 49 2X Xpatients (M = D4 9 3X X 93.9, SD = 162.7). The main
effect of time (pre D4 9 4X Xpost TKR surgery) was not signifi-
cant, F(1,96) = . D 49 5X X264, P > . D4 9 6X X05. The interaction effect was
also not significant D4 9 7X X, F (1.96) = . D 4 9 8X X203, P > . D 4 9 9X X05.690
691
692
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699
700Cuff Pressure Algometry
TaggedP re-TKR Compared With Controls
TaggedPD500X XNo significant differences in cuff PDTs (Kruskal-Wallis
test, D501X XH = . D502X X72, P > . D503X X 5) were seen when comparing the
high PainDETECT group D504X X(Dunn’s, D505X XP > .D506X X 5) and low Pain-
DETECT D507X Xgroup (Dunn’s, D508X XP > .D509X X 5) D510X Xwith healthy controls.
The PPTs results also were not significantly differentFig. 2. Mean D14X X§ SEMD15X Xcuff D16X XTSP scores for both OA groups (high PainD
and D19X Xafter TKR. D20X X* D21X XP < .D22X X05D23X X.TaggedP(Kruskal-Wallis test, D511X XH = D512X X.D513X X44 P > .D514X X05) comparing high
PainDETECT group D515X X (Dunn’s, D516X X P > .D517X X05) and low PainDE-
TECT groupD518X X(Dunn’s, D519X XP > .D520X X 5) D521X Xwith healthy controls.TaggedP ost-TKR Compared With Controls D522X X
TaggedPD523X XAt 6D524X Xmonths D525X Xafter TKR, surgery both the high PainDE-
TECT and low PainDETECTD526X Xpatients with OAD527X Xshowed no
significant differences in postoperative cuff PDT and
PTT thresholds to cuff stimulation when compared withD528X X
the healthy control subjects (cuff PDTD529X X P = .D530X X23,D531X X cuff PTT D532X X
P = .D533X X 0,D534X XKruskal-Wallis t D535X Xest).TaggedP re-TKR and Post-TKR in Patients With OA
TaggedPD536X XNo differences were seen in the preoperative cuff PDT
scores, D537X XANOVA, D538X XF (1,42) = 2.463, P = . D539X X124 D540X X, and PTT scores,
D541X XANOVA, D542X XF (1,42) = 1.61, P = .D543X X212 D544X X, D545X Xbetween the high Pain-
DETECT and low PainDETECT D546X Xgroups.TSP D547X Xby Cuff Algometry
TaggedP re-TKR ComparedWith Control SubjectsD548X X
TaggedPHigher cuff TSP scores (Kruskal-Wallis test, D549X XH = D550X X10.64
P < .D551X X005) were found in the high PainDETECT groupsD552X X
(Dunn’s, D553X XP < .D554X X01) and low PainDETECTD555X Xgroups (Dunn’s, D556X X
P < . D557X X04) compared withD558X Xhealthy controls (Fig. 2).TaggedP ost-TKR Compared With Control SubjectsD559X X
TaggedPNo significant differences were found comparing the
post TKR cuff TSP scores of high PainDETECT groups
(Dunn’s, D560X X P > .D561X X999) or low PainDETECTD562X Xgroups (Dunn’s, D563X X
P = .D564X X784) D565X Xwith healthy control subjects (Fig. 2; Kruskal-
Wallis test, D566X XH = D567X X3.26 P = . D568X X197).ETECT and low PainDETECTD17X X) and healthy control subjects D18X Xbefore
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800TaggedP re-TKR and Post-TKR in Patients With OA
TaggedPD569X XA 2D570X X-way ANOVA (group, D571X Xhigh PainDETECT vs low Pain-
DETECT D572X X) £ D573X X (timeD574X X, D575X Xbefore TKR vs D576X Xafter TKR) was con-
ducted to assess how the cuff TSP scores differs between
the high PainDETECT and low PainDETECTD577X Xgroups as a
function of TKR surgery. There was a significant main
effect of time (pre D578X Xpost TKR surgery), F(1,96) = 8.69,
P = . D579X X004, such that the cuff TSP were significantly lower
D580X Xafter TKR surgery (M = D581X X .11, SD = D582X X1.39) compared withD583X X
D584X Xbefore D585X XTKR surgery (M = D586X X2.13, SD = D587X X1.75). There was no
significant effect of group D588X X, F (1,96) = .D589X X75, P > .D590X X 5, sug-
gesting that the cuff TSP scores in both the high PainDE-
TECT and low PainDETECTD591X X groups were similar were
similar. There was also no significant interaction effect,
F(1,96) = 0, P > . D592X X05.801
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810Von D593X XFreyInduced TSPD594X X
TaggedP re-TKR Compared With Control Subjects D595X X
TaggedPHigher preoperative von D596X XFreyinduced TSP VAS scores
(Fig. 3, ANOVA, D597X X F = D598X X35.7, P < .D599X X0001) were seen in high
PainDETECT patients compared with D600X X healthy control
subjects (Tukey, D601X XP < .D602X X 001) and low PainDETECT D603X Xpatients
and healthy control subjects (Tukey, D604X XP = . D605X X 006).811
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819TaggedP ost-TKR ComparedWith Control SubjectsD606X X
TaggedPIncreased (ANOVA, D607X X F = 8.3, P = .D608X X 006) von
D609X XFreyinduced VAS scores were seen in high PainDETECT
patients post-TKR surgery compared with healthy con-
trol subjects (Tukey,D610X XP = .D611X X02) but no difference was seen
comparing low PainDETECTD612X Xwith healthy control sub-
jects (Tukey, D613X XP = . D614X X36).820
821
822
823
824TaggedP re-TKR and Post-TKR in Patients With OAD615X X
TaggedPA 2D616X X-way ANOVA (group D617X X, high PainDETECT vs low Pain-
DETECT D618X X) £ D619X X (time D620X X, D621X Xbefore TKR vs D622X Xafter TKR) wasFig. 3. Mean D24X X§ SEMD25X XVon D26X XFreyinduced TSPD27X Xfor both OA groups (
compared with healthy control subjects. D30X X*D31X XP < .D32X X05D33X X.TaggedPconducted to assess how the von D623X XFreyinduced TSP
scores differ D624X X between the high PainDETECT and low
PainDETECT D625X Xgroups as a function of TKR surgery. There
was a significant main effect of time (pre D626X Xpost TKR sur-
gery), F(1,96) = 8.82, P = .D627X X004, such that the von
D628X XFreyinduced TSP scores were significantly lower D629X Xafter
TKR surgery (M = D630X X2.13, SD = D631X X2.22) compared withD632X X D633X Xbefore
TKR surgery (M = D634X X .54, SD = D635X X2.29). There was no signifi-
cant effect of group D636X X, F (1,96) = . D637X X 5, P > . D638X X05, with similar
von D639X XFreyinduced TSP scores in both high PainDETECT
(mean = 3.17, SD = 2.31) and B (mean = D640X X2.73, SD = 2.31).
There was also no significant interaction (group £D641X Xtime)
effect, F(1,96) = 0, P > . D642X X05.Conditioning Pain Modulation
TaggedPD643X XBefore TKR Compared With Control SubjectsD644X X
TaggedP reoperative assessment of conditioning pain modu-
lation showed impaired CPM in high PainDETECT
patients compared withD645X X healthy control subjects
(Dunn’s, D646X X P = . D647X X012 D648X X, D649X XFig. 4 D650X X, Kruskal-Wallis test, D651X XH= D652X X8.68,
P = .D653X X013), but not the low PainDETECTD654X X compared with
healthy control subjects.TaggedPD655X XBefore TKR Compared With Control SubjectsD656X X
TaggedPAfter TKR surgery, no significant differences in CPM
scores were found between high PainDETECT patients
and healthy control subjects (Dunn’s, D657X X P = .D658X X1687) or low
PainDETECT D659X X patients and healthy controls (Dunn’s, D660X X
P = .D661X X434; Kruskal-Wallis test, D662X XH = D663X X4.09, P = . D664X X129).TaggedPD665X XBefore TKR and D666X XAfter TKR in Patients With OAD667X X
TaggedPNo significant differences were found between the
pre D668X X-TKR CPM results between the high PainDETECT and
low PainDETECTD669X X patients with OAD670X X (Dunn’s, D671X X P = . D672X X5198,D673X X
D674X XFig. 4,D675X X Kruskal-Wallis test, D676X XH = D677X X8.68, P = . D678X X013). At 6D679X Xhigh PainDETECT and low PainDETECT D28X X). Pre-TKR and D29X Xpost-TKR
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Fig. 4. Mean D34X X§ SEMD35X X D36X XCPM D37X Xbefore and D38X Xafter TKR for patients with OA D39X X D40X X(high PainDETECT and low PainDETECT groupsD41X X) and healthy
control subjects (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA by ranks test). D42X X* D43X XP < .D44X X05D45X X.
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935TaggedPmonths D680X Xafter TKR surgery, no significant differences
were seen when comparing the pre-TKR and D681X Xpost-TKR
CPM scores of high PainDETECT patients (Wilcoxon,
P = .D682X X3804D683X X) and low PainDETECTD684X X patients (Wilcoxon,
P = .D685X X4992D686X X).Table 2. Correlation of Preoperative QST Assess-
ments to Preoperative Pain VAS Scores D58X X
PREOPERATIVE ASSESSMENT PEARSON’S/SPEARMAN’S CORRELATION (R) P VALUE
Mean knee PPT Pearson - D59X X.6792 <D60X X.0001
Tibialis anterior PPT Pearson - D61X X.5251 <D62X X.0001
ECRL PPT Pearson - D63X X.5115 <D64X X.0001
von D65X XFreyinduced TSP Spearman D66X X.5746 <. D67X X0001
Cuff TSP Spearman .D68X X4968 <. D69X X0001
Cuff CPM Spearman -.D70X X3403 NS
Cuff PDT Spearman -.D71X X02078 NS
Cuff PTT Spearman .D72X X04225 NS
NS, not significant.
Based on pooled data from groups all 3 groups. Pearson’s correlation for
parametric data and Spearman’s correlation for nonparametric data.
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968Incidence of Chronic Postoperative Pain
After TKR Surgery in All Patients With OA D687X X
TaggedPFourteen patients (30.4%) were defined as having
chronic postoperative pain at 6D688X Xmonths after TKR sur-
gery with a VAS knee pain score of 4, with D689X X patients
originating from high PainDETECT group (53.3%) and D690X X
from the low PainDETECTD691X Xgroup (17.1%) before surgery.
A change in pain quality was identified in these patients
with OAD692X Xwith chronic postoperative pain at 6D693X Xmonths
after TKR surgery assessed using the PainDETECT ques-
tionnaire. These D694X X14 patients preoperatively had a mean
and SD PainDETECT score of 19.1 §D695X X D696X X7.8D697X Xand at 6 months
post TKR their PainDETECT scores were 12.1 §D698X X D699X X8.5D700X X
(paired t-test, P = . D701X X 05 D702X X). Based on the thresholds used in
the PainDETECT scoring those patients D703X Xwho continue to
report severe postoperative pain after TKR had an
altered pain quality after surgery with a change from
neuropathic symptoms to more nociceptive pain after
TKR surgery in keeping with the International Associa-
tion for the Study of Pain D704X Xdefinition of chronic postop-
erative pain defined by Werner et al.D705X X55 D706X X
TaggedPFrom the 32 responders to TKR surgery (VAS  3), 27
(84.4%) originated from low PainDETECT D707X X group and
only D708X X5 (15.6%) from high PainDETECT group. D709X XAt 6
months D710X Xafter TKR, the PainDETECT questionnaire was
repeated D711X Xfor all D712X X46 patients D713X Xwho returned for follow-up D714X X.
The patients with OAD715X X with high PainDETECT score
before surgery showed a significant change in their
pain quality after surgery with D716X Xpost-TKR PainDETECT
scores of 13.7 §D717X X8.6D718X X, which was a -9.D719X X85-point improve-
ment (SD = D720X X8.7) D721X Xin their score, (paired t-test, P = . D722X X002 D723X X).TaggedP he low PainDETECT D724X X group patients also showed a
significant D725X Xdecrease in their PainDETECT scores post TKR
(pre D726X Xoperative PainDETECT score, mean = 9.3, D727X XSD D728X X= D729X X4.4D730X Xvs
post D731X Xoperative PainDETECT, mean = 3.9 SD = D732X X4.3D733X X,
P < . D734X X0001, D735X Xpaired t-test).Pre-TKR Correlations Between Pain
Characteristics and QST
TaggedP he preoperative PainDETECT score correlated with
OA pain duration (Spearman’s R = .D736X X 519, P < .D737X X0001)
and preoperative pain VAS score (Spearman’s R = . D738X X 836,
P < . D739X X001). Table 2 outlines the correlations between pre-
operative pain VAS scores D740X Xand each of the pre-TKR QST
assessments.Correlations Between Pre-TKR and Post-
TKR Pain Characteristics and the QST
TaggedPCorrelation analysis revealed that preoperative Pain-
DETECT (R = . D741X X397, P = . D742X X003), VAS (R = D743X X.413, P = D744X X.004),
mean knee PPT (R = - D745X X.262, P = .D746X X039), and von
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1036TaggedPD747X XFreyinduced TSP (R = D748X X.343, P = .D749X X010) were significantly
associated with postoperative pain. A linear stepwise
regression, including preoperative significant associated
parameters, found that preoperative PainDETECT was
the only independent factor associated with postopera-
tive pain (crude coefficient D750X X D751X X.132, D752X Xstandard errorD753X X D754X X.46D755X X,
adjusted coefficient D756X X D757X X.397, D758X Xt = 2.873D759X X, P = D760X X.006).1037
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1050Discussion
TaggedP his exploratory D761X Xstudy found that D762X Xpatients with knee
OAD763X X D764X Xand preoperative neuropathic pain-like symptoms
displayed D765X Xgreater knee pain intensity and duration,
widespread hyperalgesia, facilitated TSP, and impaired
CPM before surgery. This group of patients also demon-
strated D766X Xgreater postoperative pain intensities D767X Xafter TKR
compared with D768X Xpatients with knee OAD769X Xwith facilitated
von D770X XFreyinduced TSP at 6D771X Xmonths after surgery com-
pared with healthy control subjects. Finally, this study
found that preoperative PainDETECT scores indepen-
dently predicted postoperative pain.1051
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1090Pre-TKR Neuropathic Pain-Like Symptoms
in Knee OA and PainDETECT
Questionnaire
TaggedPNeuropathic pain-like symptoms (e D772X XgD773X X, burning, shoot-
ing, electric D774X Xshock-like pain, and allodynia) have been
reported in patients with knee OA.D775X X26,47 D776X X Participants
with knee OA awaiting TKR surgery in this study demon-
strated a range of PainDETECT scores preoperatively;
however, 30% of patients with OA D777X X had a PainDETECT
score of 19, suggesting that they had features of neu-
ropathic pain. Previous studies assessing pre-TKR
patients with OAD778X Xhas demonstrated that the percentage
of patients with high PainDETECT scores of 19 (range D779X X
5%34%), indicating that our study findings are consis-
tent with previously published data. Patients with OAD780X X
with neuropathic D781X Xpain-like symptoms reported longer
knee OA pain duration and D782X Xgreater subjective knee pain
intensity scores D783X Xbefore TKR surgery, which may have
contributed to the observed group differences seen
postoperatively. It has been reported that D784X Xgreater knee
pain intensity scores before surgery are predictive D785X Xof
chronic pain after TKR surgery D786X X34,37 and that the longer
duration of OA pain symptoms are associated with the
development of central sensitization.6 D787X X It is therefore
possible that these 2D788X Xconfounding factors seen in knee
patients with OAD789X Xwith neuropathic D790X Xpain-like symptoms
may influence their outcomes at 6D791X Xmonths D792X Xafter TKR,
but, from our regression model, neither factor was D793X Xinde-
pendently predictive, unlike the PainDETECT question-
naire, which demonstrated an association with the
development of chronic postoperative pain after TKR
surgery.
TaggedPA high PainDETECT of 19 is, however, not diagnostic
of neuropathic pain and the questionnaire can only be
used as an assessmentD794X X tool to identify the symptoms in
patients with OAD795X X that are neuropathic pain-like. Treede
et al51 proposed an initial grading system for neuropathicTaggedPpain,D796X Xwhich has recently been updatedD797X X16 and identified 3D798X X
categories of possible, probable, and definite neuropathic
pain. Possible neuropathic pain is based on the anatomic
distribution of the pain, as well as the history from the
patient. Probable neuropathic pain is present when there
is the presence of measurable sensory deficit in the
region that is anatomically neuropathic. A definite grade
of neuropathic pain requires the use of diagnostic imag-
ing tests confirming a lesion or disease explaining the
neuropathic pain.Post-TKR Neuropathic Pain-Like
Symptoms
TaggedPNeuropathic pain-like symptoms have been reported
previously in patients with OAD799X Xafter TKR surgery;D800X Xhow-
ever, the reported estimates vary, ranging from 1% to
D801X X63%. D802X X13,23,57 D803X X Buvanendran et al13 showed that, at 6D804X X
months D805X Xafter TKR surgery, the rate of neuropathic pain
characteristics was 5% in a prospective series of 120
patients;D806X X D807X XWylde et al HYPERLINK \l "bib57" 57 D808X Xreported
the incidence of neuropathic pain characteristics D809X Xto be
6% at 3D810X Xto 4D811X Xyears after TKR in a retrospective study of
632 patients. D812X XReversal of Widespread Hyperalgesia
after TKR Surgery
TaggedPIncreasing evidence suggests that preoperative wide-
spread deep tissue hyperalgesia in D813X Xpatients with knee
OA D814X X D815X Xnormalizes in pain-free patients who respond well
to TKR surgery compared with healthy control subjects.D816
X X
21,32
D817X X A recent study has shown that patients with OAD818X X
with neuropathic pain-like symptoms based on the Pain-
DETECT showed widespread hyperalgesia with lower
PPTs D819X X and cold detection thresholds compared withD820X X
patients with OAD821X X who have nociceptive pain-like
symptoms.D822X X36 D823X XIn the present study, patients with OAD824X X D825X Xwho
have neuropathic pain-like symptoms exhibited preop-
erative widespread hyperalgesia and increased pain sen-
sitivity than those patients with OAD826X X with a more
nociceptive D827X Xor mixed pain phenotype. Furthermore, no
significant postoperative improvement was seen in
widespread hyperalgesia in the neuropathic pain-like
group, which was in contrast D828X Xwith the nociceptive/mixed
pain-like group, which demonstrated postoperative
improvements in PPTs scores at the knee and the arm.
TaggedPFinally, the current study demonstrated that preoper-
ative PPTs assessed at the knee was associated with
chronic postoperative pain. Previous reports in this field
are mixed;D829X Xmost studies do not find this association, but
recent evidence has D830X X found similar findings in both
patients undergoing total hip replacements and D831X XTKRs.D832
X X
40,58,59
D833X XTSP D834X X
TaggedPFacilitated preoperative TSP D835X X has been shown to be
associated with chronic pain after TKR surgery D836X X39,41 and
for total hip replacement surgery. D837X X29 D838X XThis study is the first
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1161TaggedPstudy to evaluate TSP D839X Xusing cuff algometry in OA sub-
groups based on neuropathic D840X Xpain-like symptoms. From
the present study, normalization of TSP occurs in those
patients D841X Xwho have nociceptive or mixed type pain pre-
operatively and this normalization does not occur in the
neuropathic pain-like group. Significant correlations
were also seen between preoperative cuff TSP score and
the self-report PainDETECT questionnaire, indicating D842X Xan
association between the questionnaire and the central
pain mechanisms in OA.1162
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1177Conditioning Pain Modulation
TaggedPCuff algometry assessment is a valid and user-indepen-
dent method of CPM with several studies showing good
to excellent reliability in both healthy controls and
patients with chronic painD843X X.D844X X19,20,27,52D845X X The present study
found impaired CPM in those patients with neuropathic
pain-like symptoms preoperativelyD846X Xwhen compared with
healthy controls. Studies have shown that an impaired
CPM before surgery is associated for the development of
chronic postD847X Xoperative pain.D848X X56,60D849X X The current data demon-
strate that patients who exhibit neuropathic pain-D850X Xlike
symptoms before surgery are a subgroup D851X Xcharacterized
by impaired CPM and are at risk of developing chronic
postD852X Xoperative pain after TKR surgery.1178
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1212PainDETECT and Central Pain Mechanisms
TaggedP his study has shown that PainDETECT classifications
are associated D853X Xwith central pain mechanisms in OA pain.
Patients with high PainDETECT scores D854X Xbefore TKR dem-
onstrated local and widespread hyperalgesia, facilitated
TSP, and impaired CPM compared with healthy controls;
D855X Xthese patients seemed to be more pain sensitive than
patients with nociceptiveD856X X or mixed pain phenotypes.
The correlation of QST measures used to identify the
central integrative mechanisms and the PainDETECT
questionnaire were also highly significant. Neuropathic
pain-like scores were associated with the development
of chronic postoperative pain after TKR and this infor-
mation is supplemented by the significant correlations
seen between preoperative VAS pain scores, cuff TSP,
mean knee PPTs ,values and postoperative VAS pain
scores. The PainDETECT questionnaire may have an
additional role as an added construct to QST measures
alongside subjective VAS scores and in identifying a sub-
group of patients that are more likely to develop
chronic postoperative pain after TKR surgery.
TaggedPMoreton et al35D857X X showed that D858X Xpatients with knee OAD859X X
with high PainDETECT scores demonstrated widespread
sensitivity to PPTsD860X Xand this finding was complemented by
work by Hochman et al,24 who showed that 45.6% of eli-
gible OA knee pain cases in their series had 1 D861X Xsign of
D862X Xsensitized central pain mechanisms on QST assessment
(widespread hyperalgesia, facilitated TSP, or allodynia).D863X X In
20 patients with hip OA awaiting total hip replacement
surgery, Gwilym et al22 used functional brain D864X Xmagnetic
resonance imaging and a reduced version of the German
Research Network on Neuropathic Pain D865X XQST protocolD866X X to
identify the relationship between PainDETECT score andTaggedPsigns of central mechanisms, which were sensitized.
D867X XPatients with hip OAD868X Xwith preoperative PainDETECT scores
above the sample median score showed significantly
D869X Xgreater periD870X Xaqueductal gray D871X Xactivity and were more pain
sensitive to punctate stimuli compared withD872X X those with
low PainDETECT scores.D873X X22D874X XBrummett et al11,12 also studied
the central pain mechanisms in OA and found that
patients with OAD875X Xwith higher fibromyalgia survey scores
assessed using the American College of Rheumatology
Fibromyalgia Survey Criteria, as well as a more preopera-
tive neuropathic pain phenotype were associated with a
much poorer longD876X X-term outcomes after TKR and total hip
replacement D877X Xsurgery.D878X XThe higher fibromyalgia survey score
was the strongest predictor variable of poor outcome
after TKR and total hip replacement surgery, but D879X Xbecause
we excluded all patients with fibromyalgia at entry in
this study, a direct comparison cannot be made. Both
studies, however, have identified that subgroups of
patients with different pain phenotypes knee OA exist
and that a neuropathic preoperative component to the
knee OA pain is a prognostic indicator for a poor out-
come after TKR surgery.
TaggedPFacilitated TSP D880X Xbefore TKR surgery has been shown to
predict poor outcome and postoperative pain at 12
months after TKR surgery. The current study did find
preoperative TSP to be associated with postoperative
pain, but TSP was not an independent factor. The pres-
ent study did find the preoperative PainDETECT scores
to be an independent factor that predicts postoperative
pain. This finding therefore suggests that the PainDE-
TECT questionnaire may provide additional value at
identifying patients with central changes of pain facili-
tation in knee OA and can be used as a tool to predict
postoperative pain after TKR surgery.Benefits of QST and Neuropathic Pain
Detection in OA and Future Direction
TaggedPWith the increasing use of the QST as a quantitative
mechanistic assessment tool, it is becoming apparent
that different subgroups of pain exist in patients with
knee OA. This ability to stratify patients based on the
degree of sensitization using the QST or neuropathic
pain questionnaires like the PainDETECT D881X Xwill allow the
assessment of patients for inclusion in future clinical tri-
als evaluating new pharmacological and D882X Xbehavioral
therapies to treat OA pain and allow the mechanistic
profiling of joint pain to be conducted. With this mech-
anistic approach, it is hoped that in the future we can
offer patients awaiting TKR surgery an D883X Xindividualized
medical treatment for their pain based on their OA pain
subgroup D884X Xduring surgery, which will improve their pain
and reduce their risk of developing chronic postopera-
tive pain after knee replacement surgery.Study Limitations
TaggedP his exploratory D885X X study is limited by the small sample
size of the D886X Xpatients with knee OAD887X X and it is important
that the results of this study D888X Xbe interpreted with care.
However, Petersen et al39 D889X X reported that preoperative
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1295TaggedP SP was significantly different between patients with
OAD890X X with severe chronic postoperative pain (mean = D891X X
2.18, SEM =D892X X D893X X.66) compared with patients with OAD894X Xwith
less chronic postoperative pain (mean = D895X X D896X X.85, SEM = D897X X D898X X.21)
after TKR. A sample size calculation with a power of
95% and a significanceD899X X level of D900X X.05 D901X Xshowed that 46
patients were needed for this study.D902X X39 D903X X Longitudinal
studies are at risk of patients being lost D904X XtoD905X X follow-up D906X X
period; thus, 50 patients were recruited in this prospec-
tive study to account for drop D907X Xouts. After recruitment of
all patients with OAD908X Xand healthy controls, it was noted
that there was a significant difference in age D909X Xbetween
the 2D910X X groups. However, a recent study by Petersen
et al38 has shown that dynamic pain mechanisms such as
TSP and CPM used in this study are unaffected by age
and are robust for studies with large age ranges and
reliable for pain studies with long- term follow-up D911X X.D912X X
TaggedPIn addition, this study did not assess for sensory defi-
cits in knee OA, which are diagnostic for neuropathic
pain. Further research is required to explore the rela-
tionship between pain, neuropathic D913X Xpain-like symptoms
identified using the PainDETECT questionnaire, and theTaggedPneurologic assessment of sensory deficits in knee
patients with OAD914X X.Conclusions
TaggedP atients with OAD915X X with neuropathic pain-like symp-
toms demonstrated preoperative widespread hyperal-
gesia, facilitated temporal pain summation, and
impaired condition pain modulation. D916X XThis patient group
reported higher postoperative pain intensities after TKR
surgery. We have demonstrated that preoperative Pain-
DETECT scores are an independent predictor D917X Xof postop-
erative pain after TKR surgery. The pD918X Xreoperative
assessment of neuropathic D919X Xpain-like symptoms and cen-
tral pain mechanisms in D920X Xpatients with knee OAD921X Xmay aid
clinicians in the decision-making process as to whether
to embark on TKR surgery for that individual patient
based on the likelihood of a successful outcome in terms
of pain relief and satisfaction from the procedure. This
technique may lead to improved medical advice being
given to patients with OAD922X Xwith a stratified treatment
approach and ultimately D923X Xpersonalized therapy.12961297
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